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7s contain -WN- 

AWNINGS AGINNSW AWNING, rooflike canvas cover [n] 

AWNLESS AELNSSW AWN, bristlelike appendage of certain grasses [adj] 

BROWNED BDENORW BROWN, to make brown [v] 

BROWNER BENORRW BROWN, of dark color [adj] / fawning person [n -S] 

BROWNIE BEINORW small sprite [n -S] 

CLOWNED CDELNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v] 

CROWNED CDENORW CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece) [v] 

CROWNER CENORRW coroner (officer who investigates questionable deaths) [n -S] 

CROWNET CENORTW coronet (small crown) [n -S] 

DAWNING ADGINNW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S] / DAWN, to begin to grow light in morning [v] 

DISOWNS DINOSSW DISOWN, to deny ownership of [v] 

DOWNBOW BDNOOWW type of stroke in playing bowed instrument [n -S] 

DOWNERS DENORSW DOWNER, depressant drug [n] 

DOWNIER DEINORW DOWNY, soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

DOWNILY DILNOWY in downy (soft (yielding readily to pressure)) manner [adv] 

DOWNING DGINNOW DOWN, to cause to fall [v] 

DROWNDS DDNORSW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DROWNED DDENORW DROWN, to suffocate in water [v] 

DROWNER DENORRW one that drowns (to suffocate in water) [n -S] 

FAWNERS AEFNRSW FAWNER, one that fawns (to seek notice or favor by servile demeanor) [n] 

FAWNIER AEFINRW FAWNY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

FAWNING AFGINNW FAWN, to seek notice or favor by servile demeanor [v] 

FEWNESS EEFNSSW state of being few (amounting to or consisting of small number) [n -ES] 

FROWNED DEFNORW FROWN, to contract brow in displeasure [v] 

FROWNER EFNORRW one that frowns (to contract brow in displeasure) [n -S] 

GODOWNS DGNOOSW GODOWN, Asian warehouse [n] 

GOWNING GGINNOW GOWN, to dress in gown (long, loose outer garment) [v] 

GROWNUP GNOPRUW mature person [n -S] 

IMPAWNS AIMNPSW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

LAWNING AGILNNW LAWN, to cover land with ornamental grass [v] 

LOWNESS ELNOSSW state of being low (having relatively little upward extension) [n -ES] 

NEWNESS EENNSSW state of being new (existing only short time) [n -ES] 

NOWNESS ENNOSSW state of existing at present time [n -ES] 

OWNABLE ABELNOW OWN, to have as belonging [adj] 

PAWNAGE AAEGNPW act of pawning [n -S] 

PAWNEES AEENPSW PAWNEE, one to whom something is pawned [n] 

PAWNERS AENPRSW PAWNER, one that pawns something [n] 

PAWNING AGINNPW PAWN, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PAWNORS ANOPRSW PAWNOR, pawner (one that pawns something) [n] 

PRAWNED ADENPRW PRAWN, to fish for prawns (edible shellfish) [v] 

PRAWNER AENPRRW one that prawns (to fish for prawns (edible shellfish)) [n -S] 

RAWNESS AENRSSW state of being raw (uncooked (not cooked (cook))) [n -ES] 

RENOWNS ENNORSW RENOWN, to make famous [v] 

SAWNEYS AENSSWY SAWNEY, foolish person [n] 

SCRAWNY ACNRSWY extremely thin [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 
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SPAWNED ADENPSW SPAWN, to deposit eggs [v] 

SPAWNER AENPRSW one that spawns (to deposit eggs) [n -S] 

TAWNEYS AENSTWY TAWNEY, tawny (light brown color) [n] 

TAWNIER AEINRTW TAWNY, light brown [adj] 

TAWNIES AEINSTW TAWNY, light brown color [n] 

TAWNILY AILNTWY TAWNY, light brown [adv] 

TOWNEES EENOSTW TOWNEE, townsman (resident of town) [n] 

TOWNIES EINOSTW TOWNIE, nonstudent who lives in college town [n] / TOWNY [n] 

TOWNISH HINOSTW characteristic of town [adj] 

TOWNLET ELNOTTW small town [n -S] 

UNOWNED DENNOUW not owned (to have as belonging) [adj] 

UPTOWNS NOPSTUW UPTOWN, upper part of city [n] 

VAWNTIE AEINTVW vaunty (vauntie (boastful (given to boasting))) [adj] 

YAWNERS AENRSWY YAWNER, one that yawns (to open mouth wide with deep inhalation of air) [n] 

YAWNING AGINNWY YAWN, to open mouth wide with deep inhalation of air [v] 

 

7s end -WN 

BECLOWN BCELNOW to cause to appear ridiculous [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDGOWN BDEGNOW dressing gown [n -S] 

COWTOWN CNOOTWW town or city in cattle-raising area [n -S] 

CUTDOWN CDNOTUW reduction [n -S] 

DECROWN CDENORW to deprive of crown; depose [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBROWN BEMNORW to make brown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOEDOWN DEHNOOW square dance [n -S] 

IMBROWN BIMNORW to embrown (to make brown) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INDRAWN ADINNRW drawn in [adj] 

INGROWN GINNORW grown into flesh [adj] 

JIGSAWN AGIJNSW JIGSAW, to cut with type of saw [v] 

LETDOWN DELNOTW decrease [n -S] 

LOWDOWN DLNOOWW whole truth [n -S] 

MIDTOWN DIMNOTW central part of city [n -S] 

MIXDOWN DIMNOWX process of combining soundtracks to make recording [n -S] 

NEWMOWN EMNNOWW recently mown [adj] 

OUTFAWN AFNOTUW to surpass in fawning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAYDOWN ADNOPWY reduction of debt through repayment [n -S] 

PREDAWN ADENPRW time just before dawn [n -S] 

PUTDOWN DNOPTUW disparaging or snubbing remark [n -S] 

RECROWN CENORRW to crown again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDRAWN ADENRRW REDRAW, to draw again [v] 

REFLOWN EFLNORW REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REGROWN EGNORRW REGROW, to grow again [v] 

RESHOWN EHNORSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RIPSAWN AINPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RUBDOWN BDNORUW brisk rubbing of body [n -S] 

RUNDOWN DNNORUW summary (short restatement) [n -S] 

SUNDOWN DNNOSUW to experience nighttime confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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TOYTOWN NOOTTWY small model of town [n -S] 

UNCROWN CNNORUW to deprive of crown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNDRAWN ADNNRUW UNDRAW, to draw open [v] 

UNKNOWN KNNNOUW one that is not known [n -S] 

UPGROWN GNOPRUW UPGROW, to grow up [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -WN- 

AWNINGED ADEGINNW AWNING, rooflike canvas cover [adj] 

BRAWNIER ABEINRRW BRAWNY, muscular (pertaining to muscle) [adj] 

BRAWNILY ABILNRWY BRAWNY, muscular (pertaining to muscle) [adv] 

BROWNEST BENORSTW BROWN, of dark color [adj] 

BROWNIER BEINORRW BROWNY, somewhat brown [adj] 

BROWNING BGINNORW brown flour used for coloring gravy [n -S] / BROWN, to make brown [v] 

BROWNISH BHINORSW somewhat brown [adj] 

BROWNOUT BNOORTUW power reduction [n -S] 

CLOWNERY CELNORWY clownish behavior [n -RIES] 

CLOWNING CGILNNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v] 

CLOWNISH CHILNOSW resembling or befitting clown [adj] 

CREWNECK CCEEKNRW sweater with collarless neckline [n -S] 

CROWNING CGINNORW CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece) [v] 

DAWNINGS ADGINNSW DAWNING, daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n] 

DAWNLIKE ADEIKLNW suggestive of daybreak [adj] 

DISOWNED DDEINOSW DISOWN, to deny ownership of [v] 

DISOWNER DEINORSW one that disowns (to deny ownership of) [n -S] 

DOWNBEAT ABDENOTW first beat of musical measure [n -S] 

DOWNCAST ACDNOSTW overthrow or ruin [n -S] 

DOWNCOME CDEMNOOW downfall (sudden fall) [n -S] 

DOWNFALL ADFLLNOW sudden fall [n -S] 

DOWNHAUL ADHLNOUW rope for hauling down sails [n -S] 

DOWNHILL DHILLNOW downward slope [n -S] 

DOWNHOLE DEHLNOOW used down or in oil well [adj] 

DOWNIEST DEINOSTW DOWNY, soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

DOWNLAND ADDLNNOW rolling treeless upland [n -S] 

DOWNLESS DELNOSSW having no down (soft furry feathers) [adj] 

DOWNLIKE DEIKLNOW resembling down [adj] 

DOWNLINK DIKLNNOW to transmit data from satellite to earth [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNLOAD ADDLNOOW to transfer data from large computer to smaller one [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNPIPE DEINOPPW pipe for draining water from roof [n -S] 

DOWNPLAY ADLNOPWY to de-emphasize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNPOUR DNOOPRUW heavy rain [n -S] 

DOWNRATE ADENORTW to make lower in value [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DOWNSIDE DDEINOSW negative aspect [n -S] 

DOWNSIZE DEINOSWZ to produce in smaller size [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOWNSPIN DINNOPSW spinning motion [n -S] 
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DOWNTICK CDIKNOTW stock market transaction [n -S] 

DOWNTIME DEIMNOTW time when machine or factory is inactive [n -S] 

DOWNTROD DDNOORTW oppressed [adj] 

DOWNTURN DNNORTUW downward turn [n -S] 

DOWNWARD ADDNORWW from higher to lower place [adv] 

DOWNWARP ADNOPRWW broad surface depression [n -S] 

DOWNWASH ADHNOSWW downward deflection of air [n -ES] 

DOWNWIND DDINNOWW in direction that wind blows [adv] 

DOWNZONE DENNOOWZ to reduce or limit number of buildings permitted [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DROWNDED DDDENORW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DROWNING DGINNORW DROWN, to suffocate in water [v] 

FAWNIEST AEFINSTW FAWNY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

FAWNLIKE AEFIKLNW resembling young deer [adj] 

FROWNIER EFINORRW FROWNY, frowning [adj]  

FROWNING FGINNORW FROWN, to contract brow in displeasure [v] 

GOWNSMAN AGMNNOSW professional or academic person [n -MEN] 

IMPAWNED ADEIMNPW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

NONOWNER ENNNOORW one who is not owner [n -S] 

PAWNABLE AABELNPW PAWN, to give as security for something borrowed [adj] 

PAWNSHOP AHNOPPSW place where things are pawned [n -S] 

PRAWNING AGINNPRW PRAWN, to fish for prawns (edible shellfish) [v] 

PREOWNED DEENOPRW owned beforehand by someone else [adj] 

RENOWNED DEENNORW RENOWN, to make famous [v] 

SKEWNESS EEKNSSSW lack of symmetry [n -ES] 

SLOWNESS ELNOSSSW state of being slow (moving with little speed) [n -ES] 

SPAWNING AGINNPSW SPAWN, to deposit eggs [v] 

TAWNIEST AEINSTTW TAWNY, light brown [adj] 

THRAWNLY AHLNRTWY THRAWN, twisted [adv] 

TOWNFOLK FKLNOOTW inhabitants of town [n TOWNFOLK] 

TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

TOWNLESS ELNOSSTW having no towns [adj] 

TOWNSHIP HINOPSTW administrative division of county [n -S] 

TOWNSITE EINOSTTW site of town [n -S] 

TOWNSMAN AMNNOSTW resident of town [n -MEN] 

TOWNWARD ADNORTWW toward town [adv] 

TOWNWEAR AENORTWW apparel that is suitable for wear in city [n TOWNWEAR] 

UNGOWNED DEGNNOUW not gowned (to dress in gown (long, loose outer garment)) [adj] 

UPTOWNER ENOPRTUW one that lives uptown [n -S] 

 

8s end -WN 

BACKDOWN ABCDKNOW act of backing down [n -S] 

BEATDOWN ABDENOTW crushing defeat [n -S]  

BLOWDOWN BDLNOOWW tree blown down by wind [n -S] 

BOOMTOWN BMNOOOTW prospering town [n -S] 

COMEDOWN CDEMNOOW drop in status [n -S] 

COOLDOWN CDLNOOOW gradual return of physiological functions to normal levels after strenuous exercise [n -S] 
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DISCROWN CDINORSW to deprive of crown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNTOWN DNNOOTWW business district of city [n -S] 

DRAWDOWN ADDNORWW lowering of water level [n -S] 

DROPDOWN DDNOOPRW type of computer menu [n -S]  

FACEDOWN ACDEFNOW confrontation between opponents [n -S] 

HANDSEWN ADEHNNSW sewn by hand [adj] 

HOLDDOWN DDHLNOOW clamp for holding object in place [n -S] 

HOMETOWN EHMNOOTW town of one's birth or residence [n -S] 

LOCKDOWN CDKLNOOW confinement of prisoners to their cells [n -S] 

LOOKDOWN DKLNOOOW marine fish [n -S] 

MARKDOWN ADKMNORW reduction in price [n -S] 

MELTDOWN DELMNOTW melting of core of nuclear reactor [n -S] 

NUTBROWN BNNORTUW of dark brown [adj] 

OUTFLOWN FLNOOTUW OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTFROWN FNOORTUW to frown more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYDOWN ADLNOPWY playoff (series of games played to determine championship) [n -S] 

PUSHDOWN DHNOPSUW store of computer data [n -S] 

SHOWDOWN DHNOOSWW event that forces conclusion of issue [n -S] 

SHUTDOWN DHNOSTUW temporary closing of industrial plant [n -S] 

SLOWDOWN DLNOOSWW lessening of pace [n -S] 

TAKEDOWN ADEKNOTW article that can be taken apart easily [n -S] 

TEARDOWN ADENORTW process of disassembling [n -S] 

THINDOWN DHINNOTW lessening in number of atomic particles and cosmic rays passing through earth's atmosphere [n -S] 

TREELAWN AEELNRTW strip of lawn between street and sidewalk [n -S] 

TURNDOWN DNNORTUW rejection [n -S] 

 

 


